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Abstract
Current data-centers lack in efficient support for intelligent services, such as data sharing,
resource monitoring, controlling overload scenarios, etc., which has become a common requirement today. Researchers and several organizations have been working towards adding
co-processing units (such as FPGAs) in the hardware to offload some of the features of such
intelligent services. However, at this point of time, it is not clear on how much benefits such
co-processing units can provide to the data-center applications. On the other hand, as multicore systems are emerging, it opens up new ways to design, implement and emulate such
co-processing units with the help of multiple cores in the system. To study the performance
benefits, in this paper, we onload some of the prime functionalities of data-center services to
dedicated cores. Specifically, we onload the data sharing and resource monitoring services to
a dedicated core in a multi-core system and analyze the performance benefits in terms of Inter
Process Communication (IPC) costs, overhead in response time and execution time of several
applications. Our micro-benchmark results show that the performance of the dedicated data
sharing service can be improved by 25% as compared to existing implementation. Evaluations
with dedicated resource monitoring service show that the dedicated core can avoid fluctuations
in response time compared to existing implementation. Distributed STORM and application
checkpointing over the data sharing service show up to 15% and 33% improvement, respectively, as compared to the existing implementation.

1 Introduction

Over the years, there has been a tremendous growth of distributed applications in the fields of
e-commerce, bio-informatics, genomics, etc., which generate multi-terabytes of data. With technology trends, the ability to store and share these datasets is also increasing, allowing scientists
and organizations to create such large dataset repositories and making them available for use by
others, typically through a web-based interface forming web-based data-centers [11]. The various
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nodes in a traditional web-based data-center are logically partitioned to provide several services
including web and messaging services (through proxy and web servers), transaction and query
processing services (through application servers), databases, etc. Such data-centers are not only
becoming extremely common today, but are also increasing exponentially in size, currently ranging
to several thousands of nodes. With increasing interest in web-based data-centers, more and more
datasets are being hosted online. Several clients request for either the raw or some kind of processed data simultaneously. However, current data-centers are becoming increasingly incapable
of meeting such sky-rocketing processing demands with high-performance and in a flexible and
scalable manner.
On the other hand, the System Area Network (SAN) technology is making rapid advances
during the recent years. SAN interconnects such as InfiniBand (IBA) [3] and 10-Gigabit Ethernet
(10GigE) have been introduced and are currently gaining momentum for designing high-end datacenters. Besides high performance, these modern interconnects are providing a range of novel
features and their support in hardware, e.g., Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA), Remote
Atomic Operations and several others. Accordingly, researchers in the past have utilized these
advanced features and proposed several novel solutions for intelligent services such as resource
monitoring, data sharing, locking services, controlling overload scenarios, etc. However, with
increasing demands from clients, researchers and industry organizations are also working towards
designing a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) based co-processing unit (and its associated
software) to offload some of the prime functionality of previously proposed feature enhancements
for data-center applications/services. This co-processing unit, as shown in Figure 1(a), is intended
to interact with both the host system (running existing data-center applications) as well as the
existing network interconnects (e.g., IBA and 10GigE), to not only utilize their capabilities, but
also to supplement them with more advanced application relevant features that are not available
today. However, at this point of time, it is not clear on how much benefits such co-processing units
can provide to data-center applications/services.
Recently, multi-core architectures have been gaining popularity due to their low-cost per processing element and are getting deployed in several data-center environments. Currently dual-core
and quad-core architectures are widely available from various industry leaders including Intel,
AMD, Sun and IBM. While the main idea of these architectures is to provide multiple processing
elements to function in parallel, it also opens up new ways to design, implement and to emulate
the functionality of co-processing units, as shown in Figure 1(b), to enhance data-center system
software using the multiple cores in the system.
In our previous work, we proposed two data-center services namely the distributed data sharing
substrate and the fine-grained resource monitoring service. The distributed data sharing substrate
helps to efficiently share the resource information across the different tiers in a data-center environment. The fine-grained resource monitoring service helps in accurately capturing the resource
information on the back-end nodes in a data-center. In this paper, we aim to leverage these two
data-center services to a dedicate core of a multi-core system and study the associated performance
benefits in terms of Inter Process Communication (IPC) costs, overhead in response time and execution time of several applications. Our micro-benchmark results show that the performance of
the dedicated data sharing service can be improved by 25% as compared to existing implementation. Evaluations with dedicated resource monitoring service show that the dedicated core can
avoid fluctuations in response time compared to existing implementation. Distributed STORM and
application checkpointing over the data sharing service show up to 15% and 33% improvement,
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Figure 1: Data-Center Functional Offload Emulation
respectively, compared to the existing implementation.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a background
on previously proposed solutions for distributed data sharing substrate and fine-grained resource
monitoring. In Section 3, we describe the mechanisms by which we dedicate a core to perform
data-center related tasks. Section 4 deals with the evaluation of a number of micro-benchmarks and
resource sharing services to show the improvements achievable by dedicated core. In Section 5,
we discuss some of the issues related to dedicated a single core for data-center related components
and we conclude the paper in Section 6.

2 Background

In this section, we provide a brief background of the two data-center services namely the distributed data sharing substrate and the fine-grained resource monitoring service.

2.1 Distributed Data Sharing Substrate (DDSS)
The basic idea of DDSS [15] is to allow efficient sharing of information across the cluster by creating a logical shared memory region. It supports two basic operations, get operation to read the
shared data segment and put operation to write onto the shared data segment. Figure 2(a) shows
a simple distributed data sharing scenario with several processes (proxy servers) writing and several application servers reading certain information from the shared environment simultaneously.
DDSS also supports several other features such as data placement techniques (local or remote),
locking services, coherence models such as strict coherence, write coherence, read coherence,
null coherence, delta coherence, temporal coherence and also supports versioning of cached data
and ensures that requests from multiple sites view the data in a consistent manner. More details
are discussed in [15].

2.2 Fine-grained Resource Monitoring (RDMA-Sync)
Efficiently identifying the amount of resources used in data-center environments has been a critical
research issue in the past several years. Traditionally, several techniques periodically monitor the
resources used in the cluster and use this information to make various decisions such as loadbalancing, reconfiguration, etc. However, these techniques relied on coarse-grained monitoring in
order to avoid the overheads associated with fine-grained resource monitoring. On the other hand,
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the resource usage of requests is becoming increasingly divergent [6], thus increasing the need for
fine-grained monitoring resources.
Fine-grained resource monitoring approach attempts to achieve three broad goals: (i) to get
an accurate picture of the current resource usage in data-centers at very high granularity (in the
order of milliseconds), (ii) to avoid the overhead of an extra monitoring processes on the node
that is being monitored and (iii) to be resilient to loaded conditions in a data-center environment.
This approach uses RDMA operations in kernel space to actively monitor the resource usage of
the nodes. As shown in Figure 2(b), the necessary kernel data structures that directly monitor
the resource usage are locked in memory and RDMA read operation is performed from the frontend node to capture the current load information. In this approach, the monitored information
received in the front-end node matches closely with the load on the back-end. Hence, we call this
approach as RDMA-Sync. Primarily, this design leads to two major advantages: (i) it removes the
need for an extra process in the back-end server and (ii) it can exploit the detailed resource usage
information in kernel space to report accurate load information. More details are discussed in [14].

3 Design Scope and Solution Space

In this section, we present the design scope and our solutions for dedicating services in a multi-core
system.

3.1 Dedicated Core for Data-Center Services
As mentioned in Section 1, several industry organizations and researchers have been focusing on
offloading feature enhancements to co-processing units such as FPGAs. Unfortunately, the benefits
of offloading data-center services to such co-processing units is not clear due to the lack of such
hardware. In order to understand the potential benefits, we propose to use a core in a multicore system as a co-processing unit and try to dedicate several data-center services and show the
associated performance benefits.
Figure 3 shows the overall architecture of data-centers for emerging multi-core architectures. In

Figure 3(a), we show the existing architecture that current data-centers use without any intelligent
services. In Figure 3(b), we add an additional core (core 4) and dedicate the core for onloading
several data-center services. All other cores (core 1, 2 and 3) communicate to the dedicated core
for performing certain onloaded tasks. Figure 3(c) shows one possible way to communicate to
the dedicated core using IPC mechanisms. As an example, if core 2 needs to communicate to
the dedicated core, it initiates an IPC Send message to the dedicated core. The dedicated core,
upon receiving the request from core 2, does the processing and responds through an IPC Recv
message. Figure 3(d) shows another mechanism for communicating directly to the dedicated core
using shared memory region. A similar mechanism of communicating using memory mapped
buffers has been proposed by [1]. Core 2 produces a request to the request queue and the dedicated
core consumes the request. After processing the request, the dedicated core replies to core 2 by
producing a response message in the response queue which gets consumed later by core 2. Since
this operation requires the core 2 to constantly poll for response messages in the response queue,
the dedicated core can also optionally send an interrupt to core 2 after processing the request. It is
to be noted that both the mechanisms (as shown in Figure 3(c) and Figure 3(d)) are common today
and in our evaluation we have compare against these two mechanisms and show the performance
benefits.
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Figure 3: Data-Center Services for Emerging Multi-Core Architectures
3.1.1 Handling IPC Synchronization
As shown in Figure 3(c), core 2 communicates with core 4 using kernel-based IPC system calls.
Kernel-based IPC system calls involve the operating system to trap the current running process and
send an interrupt to the process that is waiting for receiving the IPC request. This creates a huge
amount of delay in communicating with the dedicated core. As shown in Figure 3(d), we use the

shared memory region for communicating with the dedicated core (core 4). Application threads
running on all other cores use the shared memory region to communicate to the dedicated core,
as mentioned earlier. Through this mechanism, the operating system interaction is completely
removed resulting in saving a lot of context switches and interrupt handling.
3.1.2 Handling Communication Progress
Apart from avoiding kernel-based IPC synchronization costs, dedicated cores also help in improving the progress of several of the onloaded tasks that are dedicated to the core. Due to the fact that
the dedicated core constantly waits for incoming requests or checks for completion of onloaded
tasks, it automatically helps in making faster progress of tasks and can ultimately help improve the
application performance.
3.1.3 Handling Polling Vs Blocking Operations
Some of the applications wait for the dedicated core to complete the requested task and proceed
while other applications may want to receive an interrupt when the requested task has been completed. Especially, for data-center applications, several data-center threads need not necessarily
wait for the requested task to finish to proceed to the next task. Moreover, if several of these
threads constantly poll on the response queue to check for completion, the performance of the
data-center can degrade significantly. For this purpose, as shown in Figure 3(d), the dedicated core
optionally can also send interrupts to the requested process upon completion of the requested task.
This method not only provides a lot of scope for overlapping operations but also helps in avoiding
wastage of CPU cycles and thus avoid any degradation in the data-center performance.

3.2 Dedicating Distributed Data Sharing Substrate Services
In this section, we present our designs in dedicating the distributed data sharing substrate service
in a multi-core system.
3.2.1 Basic Architecture
The basic architecture for dedicating this service is very similar to the designs mentioned in the previous section. Due to the fact that several data-center services/applications share several common
information, we onload the components of the distributed data sharing substrate as mentioned in
Section 2 and use the shared memory region to communicate to the dedicated core. In this architecture, we onload tasks such as posting and receiving IBA-related tasks, book-keeping tasks such
as allocation and release operations of the DDSS, locking services, etc.
3.2.2 Benefits of Dedicating Data Sharing Substrate
Dedicating the distributed data sharing substrate to a core can offer several benefits. Due to the
fact that we avoid kernel-based IPC synchronization costs, multiple data-center application/service
threads can observe improvement in get() and put() operations of the DDSS. Most importantly,
several of the management related tasks such as allocation and release operations of the DDSS
may show huge improvement in overall response time. Such designs also open up new scope for
dedicating complex operations of the distributed data sharing substrate service.

3.3 Dedicating Resource Monitoring Services
As mentioned in Section 2, efficiently identifying the resource information of back-end nodes is
an important aspect for managing the physical resources of the data-center. In [14], we proposed
an efficient mechanism for fine-grained resource monitoring. Though this mechanism completely
removed the overhead on the back-end node, it introduces a lot of overhead on the front-end to
constantly perform network operations in getting the resource information. In this section, we
present our designs for dedicating this resource monitoring service.
3.3.1 Basic Architecture
In this approach, as shown in Figure 4, we compare against the existing mechanisms for efficient
resource monitoring service. Figure 4(a) shows a typical data-center environment where datacenter applications execute without any data-center service on a multi-core system. We refer to
this approach as Basic approach. In Figure 4(b), we include the data-center services such as resource monitoring which runs in parallel with the data-center application threads in a multi-core
environment. It is easy to observe that the data-center application threads, apart from competing
with other application threads for CPU cycles, it also needs to compete with the resource monitoring service for CPU cycles. In the experimental section, we use this setup and evaluate the
RDMA-Sync approach. In Figure 4(c), we introduce an additional dedicated core and move the
data-center service threads (e.g., resource monitoring) to the dedicate core. The dedicated core
performs all other tasks such as communication progress, waiting for responding to user requests,
etc. In the experimental section, we use this setup and evaluate the dedicated resource monitoring
service. We refer to this approach as DC-RDMA-Sync approach.
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Figure 4: Dedicating Cores for Data-Center Services
3.3.2 Benefits of Dedicating Resource Monitoring Services
There are several benefits achievable in onloading the resource monitoring service to a dedicated
core. For fine-grained resource monitoring service, it is important to deliver the resource information to appropriate processes in a timely manner. Dedicating such a service to the core results in
avoiding kernel-based IPC calls for synchronization purpose and helps in delivering the resource
information to the resource manager in a timely manner. More importantly, the performance of
several application threads which run in parallel with the fine-grained resource monitoring gets
unaffected. With this approach, we not only avoid all processing overheads in the back-end nodes

(using RDMA operations) but also avoid overheads of posting the network descriptors, processing
the resource information, etc., in the front-end node.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, we present various performance results. First, we present the ideal case performance
improvement achievable by the distributed data sharing substrate and then show the performance
improvement achieved using applications such as distributed STORM and application checkpointing. Next, we show the performance improvement achieved in dedicating the fine-grained resource
monitoring service.
For all our experiments we used two clusters whose descriptions are as follows:
Cluster1: A cluster system consisting of 4 nodes and each node has dual quad-core Intel Xeon
2.3 GHz processors with a 4 MB L2 cache and 4 GB of main memory. We used the RedHat 9.0
Linux distribution and Linux 2.6.9-42.ELsmp kernel.
Cluster2: A cluster system consisting of 48 nodes and each node has two Intel Xeon 2.6 GHz
processors with a 512 KB L2 cache and 2 GB of main memory. We used the RedHat 9.0 Linux
distribution and Linux 2.6.9-34.ELsmp kernel.
Cluster 1 was used to evaluate the distributed data sharing substrate service and Cluster 2 was
used to evaluate the fine-grained resource monitoring service. We used apache version 2.2.4 in all
our data-center experiments.

4.1 Dedicating Distributed Data Sharing Substrate
In this section, we present the benefits of dedicating distributed data sharing substrate service. We
refer to the dedicating distributed data sharing substrate as DC-DDSS approach and compare it
against the existing implementation (DDSS approach) proposed in [15].

4.2 Micro-benchmarks
Here, we present the ideal case performance benefits achievable by dedicating the distributed data
sharing substrate, as shown in figure 5, especially the get() and put() operations of DDSS. As
shown in figure 5(a), we see that the performance of put() operation using DDSS is a little worse
compared to the performance of put() operation using DC-DDSS. We see that DC-DDSS can improve the latency of put() operation by 25% as compared to DDSS. However, for increasing message sizes, we observe that the improvement decreases since kernel based IPC operations no longer
remain the bottleneck. The improvement seen for small message sizes is mainly due to avoiding
kernel based IPC operations. We see similar trends for get() operation as shown in figure 5(b).

4.3 Applications with DDSS
Here, we present the application numbers using DDSS and DC-DDSS approaches, as shown in
figure 6. STORM [10, 2] is a middle-ware service layer developed by the Department of Biomedical Informatics at The Ohio State University. It is designed to support SQL-like select queries on
datasets primarily to select the data of interest and transfer the data from storage nodes to compute
nodes for processing in a cluster computing environment. It is implemented using DataCutter [4]
which is designed to enable exploration and analysis of scientific datasets. We had already shown
that DDSS can improve the performance of STORM in [15] and hence we only show the performance improvement compared to DDSS. Figure 6(a) shows the performance of STORM over
DDSS and DC-DDSS. As shown in the figure, we observe that the performance of STORM, using
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Figure 5: Impact of Dedicating DDSS
the DC-DDSS approach, is improved by around 6% and 15% for 5K and 10K record datasets,
respectively, in comparison with DDSS approach.
We also evaluated an application check-pointing benchmark, as mentioned in [15] to show the
performance of DDSS and DC-DDSS. In this experiment, every process attempts to checkpoint
a particular application at random time intervals. Also, every process simulates the application
restart, by attempting to take a consistent check-point and informing all other processes to revert
back to the consistent check-point at other random intervals based on a failure probability. In
this experiment, we vary the failure probability and show the performance of checkpointing over
DDSS and DC-DDSS. In figure 6(b), we observe that the the average synchronization time taken
by checkpointing using DC-DDSS is around 33% lesser in comparison to the time taken by DDSS.
The main reason for this improvement is due to the kernel based IPC cost savings and since the
benchmark has several small size operations with the distributed data sharing substrate, kernel
based IPC costs get saved multiple times while accessing the substrate. We see similar trends in
the total time observed in checkpointing as shown in figure 6(c).

4.4 Dedicating Fine-grained Resource Monitoring Services
As mentioned in Section 3.3, we dedicate the resource monitoring service to a dedicated core (DCRDMA-Sync approach) and compare its performance against the other two approaches (RDMASync and Basic approaches). In the Basic approach, we do not perform any resource monitoring.
In RDMA-Sync approach, we perform resource monitoring which executes along with other datacenter threads in the system. In order to identify the overheads caused as a result of resource
monitoring, we use only one client to generate the requests and measure the response time achieved
by the client.
We vary the experiments in terms of different file size requests, different number of server being
monitored and different monitoring granularities and report the client response time measured
across several iterations. We also measure the client response time without any resource monitoring
service and use this as a baseline for comparisons. In all our experiments, we have one client that
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4.4.1 Impact on Number of Servers
In this experiment, we measured the response time for RDMA-Sync approach and DC-RDMASync approach by varying the number of web servers (up to 32 servers) that are being monitored.
Figure 7(a) shows the response time of file size 16 KB with resource monitoring granularity of 4ms
for varying number of servers using the RDMA-Sync approach. As shown in the figure, we observe that the client response time fluctuates frequently across several iterations. The fluctuation is
heavily contributed by the resource monitoring thread that is competing along with the data-center
thread for performing resource monitoring service. This results in increasing the client response
time. Further, we observe that the response time increases with increasing number of server being

monitored. This is expected, as monitoring more number of servers would mean that the resource
monitoring service thread perform many network operations to capture the load information on all
the servers, thus increasing the time that the resource monitoring thread competes for CPU with
other application threads. We perform the same experiment in Figure 7(b), however, we dedicate
the resource monitoring service to a dedicated core. We see that the response time of the client is
almost unaffected throughout the experiment using the DC-RDMA-Sync approach.
4.4.2 Impact on Monitoring Granularity
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In this experiment, we study the impact of different monitoring granularity for RDMA-Sync and
DC-RDMA-Sync approaches. We use 16 KB file size and 16 web servers to be monitored by the
resource monitoring thread and vary the monitoring granularity from 1 ms to 16 ms. As shown
in figure 8(a), we see that the response time of client requests fluctuate from 1200 µs to 1700 µs
using the RDMA-Sync approach. In addition, we also observe that the response time fluctuates
more frequently as the granularity interval decreases to 1 ms. The frequency of monitoring granularity determines the number of times the response time gets affected. However, as shown in
figure 8(b), we observe that the response time is unaffected by the monitoring granularity using the
DC-RDMA-Sync approach. Due to the fact that the dedicated core performs the resource monitoring service, we observe very little change in the client response time. We saw similar trends for
other monitoring granularities.
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4.4.3 Impact on Requested File Size
Here, we study the impact on the requested file sizes and fix the monitoring granularity to 4 ms and
the number of servers monitored to 16 servers and report the response time in figure 9(a). We see
similar trends as observed in the previous experiment. As shown in figure 9(a), we observe that the
response time of file size 8 KB and 16 KB fluctuates using the RDMA-Sync approach. However,
we see very little fluctuation with the response time using the DC-RDMA-Sync approach, as shown
in figure 9(b).
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Figure 9: Impact on Different File Sizes
4.4.4 Benefits of Dedicating Resource Monitoring Service
In this section, we analyze the benefits of dedicating resource monitoring service by comparing
against the Basic approach which does not perform any resource monitoring service and show that
the response time does not increase with dedicated resource monitoring service. We introduce
a performance degradation metric to explain our experimental results. For each experiment, we
measure the average response time (Tavg ) and define a α value which determines the fluctuating
threshold. We fix this α value to 10% and pick all the candidate response times which are greater
than (α + 1) ∗ Tavg . We define the performance degradation metric as the ratio of number of
candidate response times which are greater than (α + 1) ∗ Tavg to the total number of requests
performed during the experiment. Larger values of this metric indicates a large fluctuation in
response time and smaller values indicate the response time during the experiment does not get
affected.
We report the performance degradation metric in figure 10. For varying number of servers monitored, as shown in figure 10(a), we see the performance degradation metric using RDMA-Sync
approach as compared to the Basic approach is up to 22% whereas the performance degradation
metric using DC-RDMA-Sync approach remains less than 2%. This indicates that DC-RDMASync approach very rarely affects the response time. For varying monitoring granularity, as shown
in figure 10(b), we observe that the degradation metric using RDMA-Sync approach as compared
to the Basic approach is up to 30%. However, for DC-RDMA-Sync approach, the degradation
metric is less than 2%. For varying file sizes, as shown in figure 10(c), we see that the degradation
metric is as high as 30% using the RDMA-Sync approach. However, DC-RDMA-Sync approach
shows only 4% degradation. The results in figure 10 further strengthens the claim for offloading
data-center services to co-processing units such as FPGAs.

5 Discussion and Related Work

Auxiliary co-processing units have become an attractive option for specialized jobs in High End
Computing (HEC) systems. FPGA’s and other additional processing units have started making
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inroads into different components of HEC systems like programmable NIC’s, acceleration boards,
etc. While FPGA’s can perform certain kind of operations at wire speed, the kind of processing
that can be performed efficiently with FPGA’s is limited. In addition, these additional processors
lack the capability and performance of normal host processors. On the other hand, these additional
units usually being disjoint from the host OS can in some cases continue to operate after certain
host OS failures, possibly aiding the monitoring of failures and subsequent recovery.
With the modern processors providing increasing number of cores, the applications now need
to be multi-threaded to leverage the additional processing capability offered by these processors.
This leads into the possibility of dedicating the cores to perform specialized operations. While
this approach can yield effective results in cases where the total number of cores in the system are
large and the system can afford to dedicate a core for a specialized purpose, these advantages can
easily be lost in scenarios where systems have very few cores and dedicating a core could impact
the overall application performance.
Modern processors are seeing a steep increase in the number of cores available in each packaged die [7]. Researchers [8, 9, 16, 13] are actively looking at studying and improving performance
of HEC systems in the context of these multi-core systems.
Some modern interconnects [5] provide programmable processors on the NIC that can be used
for certain scenarios. Clear Speed compute boards [12] provide additional computing power for
specialized compute codes. While utilizing dedicated processors as Graphics Processing Units
GPU’s has become very common, the benefits in HEC systems need to be studied.

6 Conclusions

Researchers and several organizations have been working towards adding co-processing units (such
as FPGAs) in the hardware to offload some of the features of data-center services. To understand
the benefits of such hardware components, in this paper, we used the multi-core architecture to
emulate the behavior of FPGAs, onloaded data-center services and studied the associated performance benefits. Specifically, we dedicated a core of a multi-core system and studied the benefits
of data sharing and resource monitoring service in terms of Inter Process Communication (IPC)
costs, overhead in response time and execution time of several applications. Our micro-benchmark
results showed that the performance of the dedicated data sharing service can be improved by 25%

as compared to existing implementation. Evaluations with dedicated resource monitoring service
show that the dedicated core can avoid fluctuations in response time compared to existing implementation. Distributed STORM and application checkpointing over the data sharing service show
up to 15% and 33% improvement, respectively, compared to the existing implementation. Our
experimental results strengthen the claim for offloading data-center services to co-processing units
such as FPGAs.
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